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RANGE-MOMENTUM CORRELATION IN CARBON AND IRON 
FOR MUONS OF 500-1500 MeV/c 

R. Clive Field 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

April 14, 1972 

ABSTRACT 

The range and straggling of positive and negative 

muons in a stopping medium composed principally of 

lead, graphite and steel has been investigated .experi-

mentally with data from a Bevatron spectrometer. It 

is concluded that the Bethe-Bloch formula is capable 

of representing the range behavior of muons between 

500 MeV/c and 1500 MeV/c within ± 0.3%· Values of 

the mean excitation energies of 79 ± 7 eV for gra-

phite and 287 ± 13 eV for iron are obtained. 
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The measurement of range is a potentially very accurate technique for 

determining particle energies, at least where the energy loss is dominated 
JI,J 

by atomic excitation processes. For muons in particular this extends from 

below 100 MeV to tens of GeV. The use of such a technique for calibrating 

a beam line has recently been described1
, but range has more frequently 

been used in conjunction with momentum measurement as a very sensitive way 

to discriminate specific particles from background, for example, in branching 

ratio measurements. 2'9 

The basic theory of energy loss by ionization, developed over many 

years, centers around the Bethe-Bloch theory3, with a correction for pol&-

rization described by Sternheimer and others. 4 

P,x 

n 

z,A 

e,m = 

1 
.p 

d E 
d X 

= 
[

ln ( .2 m p 2 W ) - 2 (3 2 
. 12 1.1.2 

density, thickness (ems.) of stopping material 

no. of e1ectrons per cm3 in material 

atomic number, atomic weight 

electronic charge, mass 

(3 = v / c = particle velocity 

p, 1.1. particle momentum, mass 

B-u] 

W maximum kinetic energy transferred to an electron at rest 

I = mean excitation energy of stopping medium 

density effect correction4 

U correction for electronic shell effects5 

The effects of nuclear excitation, bremsstrahlung and pair production 

are negligible for this study and will not be considered. 

The theory is depender).t on the parameters I which must be measured 
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experimentally. Values f'or these have in general been obtained by low energy 

studies of protons where the shell corrections and multiple scattering are 

significant. High energy measurements, which should be comparatively free 

of this difficulty, have been few in number 6, but have tended to disagree 

with earlier values. 

Several sets of range-energy tables have been compiled based on avail-

bl . f t• 7 a e 1n orma 10n • Most recently the range in lead of muons of momentum 

1.2- 2.5 GeV/c has been compared with calculated values S, 12
• The measure-

ments had a stated accuracy of about 2%. Most other experiments in the high 

energy region have been concerned with establishing within a few percent 

4 the energy loss plateau caused by the density effect , and have used various 

techni~ues of energy loss measurement. 

The data available in this study were the ranges of a spectrum of muons 

between about 500 and 1500 MeV/c, stopping in an absorber principally of 

iron, but having passed through a significant thickness of graphite. The 

effective ionization potentials of' these materials have been evaluated. 

Apparatus 
0 . 

The muons came from part of the large body of K ~3 events collected during 
. 0 +- 9 

a search conducted at the Bevatron for the elusive decay· mode KL~ ~ ~ The 

apparatus has already been described in some detai1. 10 

The plan view in Fig. l illustrates the principle of the experiment 

which was to accept both particles from charged two body decays of transverse 

momentum 190-250 MeV/c, and bend them roughly parallel to the beam, one on 

either side of the apparatus. Hodoscopes were.placed to trigger spark 

chambers on such occurrences. 

High resolution in the kinematic.reconstruction of events was very 

important in the experiment. For this reason the apparatus was designed to 

' 
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present minimal scattering thicknesses to particles w~thin the symmetric 

pair of spectrometers. Trajectories were defined on each side by five 

wire spark chambers, each with four coordinate planes read out magnetostric-

tively. The wire spacing and distance between chambers were such that 

angular resolution was comparable with the multiple scattering angle 0.5 mr. 

The line integrals of the bending fields were quite uniform. Both fields 

were mapped in three components on a 2 inch cubic grid, and their currents 

held constant to within ~ 0.03% during running. An error of 0.2% in overall 

calibration is considered possible and is incorporated in the uncertainties 

discussed below. 

Particle identification was assisted by Freon 12 Cherenkov counters for 

electrons, and by range measurement to separate muons from pions. One of 

the two similar range telescopes is represented in Fig. 2, The cross-

sectional dimensions were 120 ems. square. -2 
An initial thickness of 43 g em 

6 -2 of lead and 1 0 g em of graphite was intended to minimize electron and 

pion penetration. Behind this the 17 scintillators were separated by 

varying numbers of steel plates so that the average range interval corres-

ponded approximately to a 7% change in muon momentum. 

DATA REDUCTION 

In the analysis of the data, K0~3 candidates were easily recognized 

by making use of a loose range-momentum correlation. For this investigation, 

which was motivated by the necessity to examine the range-momentum relationships 

0 + - 0 of backgropnd K1 ~~ ~ candidates, some of the K ~3 data were abstracted in 

histogram form. The two sides of the apparatus were taken independently, 

but muons of both signs were treated together. Since the spectrometer 

fields were reversed systematically during data collection, a check could 
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be made of the equality of ranges of 1-1+ and 1-1 as far as the overall uncertainties 

involved in this study. A charge dependent discrepancy is reported in detail 

13 elsewhere. A 0.1% correction is necessary to the Bethe-Bloch formula of 

opposite sign for 1-1 + and 1-1 • When 1-1 
+ and 1-1 are taken together the effect 

is averaged out. Another small effect is, however, expected to increase 

the apparent ranges of 1-1 • The atomic cascade X-rays from 1-1 absorption 

could cause signals in the next scintillator on about 1.2% of occasions, 

increasing the average apparent range by about 0.05%, negligible as far 

as this work is concerned. 

Since discrete range intervals were employed, the investigation used the 

momentum spectra for events stopping in each interval. The spectra were in 

2.5 MeV/c bins below a range of 10 counters -- about 900 MeV/c -- and in 5 

MeV/c bins above this. As well as the muon peak there was in each case a 

background at higher momentum which extended into the muon region. Originating 

from pions, these events amounted to a 4% subtraction from events in the muon 

region at the lowest ranges, decreasing to, for example, 2.4% for range 8 

(760 MeV/ c). Subtraction was done empirically by extrapolation, and an 

uncertainty estimated by performing the analysis without subtraction. The 

possible error was taken arbitrarily to be ± 0.5 X (the difference between 

the two analyses). 

Because the total muon spec~rum had a broad peak at about 1.0 GeV/c (Fig. 5) 

the individual spectra for each range showed an assortment of skewed shapes. 

It was felt, however, that each one could be adequately represented by its 

mean momentum and R.M.S. width. 

These parameters were then compared with theoretical values obtained 

from a simulation of the apparatus. 

As an estimate of the errors on the mean momenta, the uncertainty from 

the background subtraction was comb:ined with the statistical error. In the 

case of the widths, the various peaks were truncated at 10%, 20% and 30% 

amplitudes, and the widths of all three cases corrected to that of the full 

' 
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curves, assuming them to be gaussian. The error assigned to a peak was made 

to cover all three cases. The R.M.S. of the errors from all peaks of 

approximately the same width - left and right - was calculated and applied 

to all estimated widths within the group. 

Range Calculations 

A traj~ctory stepping program was written to calculate the range and 

straggling 11 of muons passing through all the layers of material behind 

the spark chambers (See Appendix). Standard expressions were used through

out3'4'5 with K and 1 shell corrections, the density effect and the effect 

of multiple scattering included. Corrections to the various published density 

effect parameters were made graphically to correspond to the materials used. 

The small differences in thickness of the absorber on the two sides were 

allowed for by treating the two sides separately. 

Apart from the effective ionization potential parameters of carbon and 

iron, the significant uncertainties were in the density of the graphite, 

. + 
determined only to - 0.25%, a possible miscalibration of the momentum discussed 

below, and uncertainty of ± 0.1% in the total thickness and density of the iron 

The stepping program was made to give the values of momenta which 

corresponded to stopping points exactly on the boundary between discrete 

range intervals. These momenta and their derivitives with respect to the 

uncertain parameters could be obtained for any values of these parameters. 

Using the experimental momentum spectrum and the range - momentum 

relations from the previous step, the distribution of muons among the range 

intervals was simulated numerically. The momentum resolution, discussed 

below, and range straggling were taken into account. 
. ' ' 

The mean momentum and the R.M.S. deviation from it were evaluated for 

each range interval since these numbers corresponded to the experimental 

data available. 
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Comparis.on with Experiment 

Since the corresponding range bites on each side were very closely 

the same, the widths of the corresponding mJmentum spectra could be 

averaged. The results of the simulation program were then compared against 

these as in Fig. 3. The momentum dependent theoretical straggling width 

determined from the steppipg program was permitted to have a ·simple free 

valued factor of the form. 

crempJ..rJ.·cal = cr · (l +A). theoretJ.cal . 

It was found that a straggling width (13.0 ± 2.0)% greater than 

theoretical gave the best fit to the data. 

Using the simulation which fitted the widths best, the experimental 

values of mean momentum were compared to those from the stepping and 

simulation programs (Fig. 4). 

A minimum x2 search was carried out to establish the best values of 

Ic and IFe' allowing for uncertainty in the density of the carbon,the density 

and thickness of iron, and the momentum calibration. 

The values obtained were 

Ic = 79 ± 7 eV. 

± 13 ev. 

Uncertainties 

The uncertainties inherent in the analysis can be considered in 

several groups. The first is the question of counter performance in the 

range telescopes. The efficiency of these counters was continuously 

monitored from the data by looking for signals missing from the trail of 

long range muons. Inefficiencies were in the range of a small fraction 

" 
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of one per cent and were insignificant. Random coincidence rates were 

determined continuously by several techniques arid averaged about 0. 9% 

for the data used here. This would on average increase the mean ranges 

by approximately 0.06% and the apparent range straggling width by 3% • 

Length measurements of the various layers penetrated had an uncertainty 

of± 0.1%. The densities of two of the major components were determined 

+ + by samples; lead to - 0.25% and steel to - 0.1%. The carbon density was 

+ determined for each block by the vendor with an uncertainty of - 0.25%. 

The other uncertainty was in the momentum measurement. For the analysis 

of the large numbers of events accepted in the experiment the momenta were 

calculated by means of a simple procedure involving interpolation in a table 

of line integrals determined from theoretical trajectories through the 

field maps. 

Apart from normal surveying techniques the relative alignment of the 

chambers in the two spectrometers was frequently checked by straight tracks 

taken with the magnets off. Since the magnet currents were frequently 

reversed the effect of remanent fields at zero currents was eliminated. 

The possibility of a small miscalibration in the current monitoring 

system has been noted above. There was, however, a continuous calibration 

0 + -from the reconstruction of KL ~ n n data. Momenta, positions and direction 

vectors of the two pions were, of course, adequate to reconstruct the mass, 

trajectory and momentum of the parent particle. 

For the data used in this work, the corresponding K~ ~ n+ n invariant 

mass peak was slightly shifted from the tabulated K~ mass. This could 

result from errors in momentum measurement or in the opening angle caused 

by an error in the relative positions of the spark chambers on the two sides. 
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Additionally a momentum error in one magnet could be partially compensated 

by an error in the opposite sense in the other. 

The last point was checked by reversing the magnetic ~ields. The 

resulting small shi~ts in the mass and mean ~ direction were consistent 

with an irreversibility in one of' the fields of' 1 in 103 (Fig. 6) . 16 

From the o~f'set in the experimental invariant mass spectrum a correction 

o~ + 0.2% is necessary to the momenta. Allowing ~or conservative estimates 

o~ the opening angle uncertainties and the non-reversibility e~~ect, a 

possible ~ractional uncertainty on the momenta o~ ± 0.2% is assumed • 

• 
The question o~ mome-ntum resolution was raised above. Because o~ the 

combined ~unction o~ the ~rant chambers in measuring opening angle and 

momentum, the resolution in invariant mass was not strongly dependent on 

the angular resolution o~ these chambers. Taking this into account, the 

observed momentum independent standard deviation o~ 1.45 MeV/c2 in the 

invariant mass peak can be used to estimate the momentum resolution. An 

analysis indicates that the momentum resolution was ± 0.6% changing only 

slightly with momentum. It is o~ interest that, ~or a sample o~ the data, 

the simple momentum calculation was replaced by step-by-step integration 

through the ~ields. ·The invariant mass resolution improved to ± 1.0 MeV/c2 , 

and the momentum resolution to ± 0.43%. 

Conclusion 

The range-energy relation seems capable o~ representing experiment to 

within 0.3% in the energy range 500- 1500 MeV (Fig. 4). For carbon and 

iron the e~~ective excitation energies were measured to be 

Ic == 79 ± 7 eV; IFe == 287 ± 13 eV. 

The value recommended in a National Research Council15 report ~or iron is 

• 

J 
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I == 286, while comparatively high velocity measurements
6 

of Ic yield 
Fe 

results from 77 ± 3 eV to 90 ± 5 eV. High energy measurements of iron do 

not seem to have been reported. 

The density effect calculated by the formula of Sternheimer accounts 

for a 2.9% correction to range at 700 MeV/c and 5% at 1500 MeV/c and is 

reasonably well substantiated by these results. 

On the other hand it has not been possible to account for the width 

of the distributions. Allowing for the widening effect of random coin-

cidences and the ~ + - ~ range difference the number ~uoted above still 

indicates an observed straggling width (7.5 ± 3)% greater than theoretically 

expected. This could be represented by an extra independent smearing effect 

in range of ± l.l% compared to the expected straggling of about ± 2.8%. The 

effect may partially be caused by non-gaussian energy loss distributions, 

and an underestimate of the pion background within the errors ~uoted above. 
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Appendix 

The range stepping program re~uires a set of constants for each material 

in use, a list of thicknesses and types of material used (in order), and a 

list of momenta. For each piece of material it determines an appropriate 

step size depending on the thickness and the radiation length. A first 

estimate of the energy loss in the step is made, the mean energy in the step 

determined, and the energy loss re-estimated using this. The final few 

millimeters of range are parameterizedo 

Shell effect corrections are applied as far as K and L shells are 

concerned according to the work of Walske 5o Density effect corrections 

are available either from Sternheimer
4 

or, for aluminum, iron, copper and 

8 lead, from Joseph , but these hardly differ in result. 

~ l t l" ll . -~nergy oss s ragg lng lS aLso accumulated step-by-step, as is 

the multiple scattering width (Moliere and Rossi)o Both angular scattering 

and, if a projection plane is specified, the displacement are co~puted. 

The shortening of range caused by multiple scattering is also incorporated. 

The difference in ranges between positive and negative muons is 

calculated by the formula of Jackson and McCarthy14. 

• 

• 
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---------------PROGR-AM RANGER (INPUT ,OUTPUT I 

--~QQQ? _ __ -------l~~~~m~~~~7~~+~~~-7 ~~: !~~ j~~: !~~ir~~:i~:o~?~!i~~i AOLI 10 I, EMD<>L,_,I'-'1"'0'----~-----
• 000002 INTEGER Z 

000002 COMMON IREG,ISTP,OIAG,PIN,JOG 
_____ ()_01)_0_()_?_________ COMMON WEL,WELQ, W,WQ,CX s·;-oK"Ei ___ -- -- ·- · --- -- -- -----

s,oiFE --ooliooz---. ·cc"M.~!fr'ils-Ei:i"NC7i'HKTiTiiT; NS EQ 1 11 of 
000003 W=105.66 
ooooo4 WQ=w•w 
000004 WEL=0.511 

--·-cfooiio6 - w"E[(l=wei·;,.-w·er--·-- ----- -------- ---------------------- ---------------------

____ Jl_Q_O.Q~-- C~NST=2*3 .14159*2. 81194**2*0• 5ll*1.0E-3 
T i>.eiliJ NO. MATERi"ALS-Affo_R.EGiiJNS 

--~g~~~g~g~~~~----~5~~~~~=2~~A~~~j~:~;N~O~B~L~----~--
_c OHA ON MATERIALS -·aoo622 DD To K~~i\Af ______________ _ 

___ Qg002't READ 1,KSBS, RllOC Kl ,H1WIKI ,VI IKI ,COLIKI,ADLIKI, EMOLI KI,XOC Kl, XliK l, 
.$ -wi<lKI;iiLIK I,RCCKi ;Tckf··; AA.fKT-- --·-- ----------------------------------------------------

000063 l FOR~AT1110,7Fl0,/,4FlO,I4,FlOI 

000063 IFCKSBS.NE.KI PRINT 2,KSBS 
000073 FORMAT(* MATERIAL *14* OUT OF ORDER*I --- -- tfoooB ·v riit in~··,;-iTRl"**i- --- -- -- -------- --- ---------- --------------------------

-{-%~~6~--- __ 10 §gN~~N~:i;i~AT -----------

---"0-'-0-'-0-=-1-=-0-=-1 ___ ---cs.-'P--'-'R_I ~~K ~ ~ ~' WL j ~~~~H~m: ~ ~-;fHH-tE_D_LI_Kl_! AD Ll K I , EMDLIK J. xo I K I , X 11 K l 

000140 6s FO~~~n~ ;<; :-'P _ CO_NSTS_. __ F_~ __ MATE__R__!_AL_S_*_/,_3_~! 110, 7Fl0.5/3X,4:_:_F__,1c=OC-".~5.!., ____ _ 

0001~---- ---1 ~P~~~TH~~ ·sl tE ,tYPE" ___ -------------------------------------

----"0"""0"""0-=-1--'4"3---_,c--T"'v"'P,;;~~~'-'17~'H: ~~~;~ ~ 7~~~HE S I 
000144 READ 3,NSEQ(IREGI,THKIIREGI 
·ooo1-53 3 FoR~An l:i;i'l2~5i -- -- ------------
ooo153 THKIIREGI=THKIJREGl*2•54 ·ooof56 _______ "fT""ti:NTi"NtlE- ---- ----- - ---------------

-~o~o~O~l76~o ____ ,T~Tn·K=O.o 
000160 WTK=0.0------------
000161 DO 21 J=1,NOBL 
000164 --- I T-P~NSEQi:Jl .. ---------------------------------- -----
000165 TTK=TTK+THKIJI 

··-ocfoT6T . ·wTK=W"rK+THKT:fl •R:fii:ffJYP"f------------
000171 PRINT 403,J,THK(JI",NSEQIJI,RHDllTPJ,RLIITPI ,TTK ,WTK 
ooo2t3 403-F OR-'1A T~THK TYPEDENS""R:"L. Tof:"THK--;; ,,, "3"x;-,'"'l;-;3;.-,--i5:-ixi--',-i:F'-.1-.0,--.74-,'176-, 74F""1'"'o".""'4"1.-----'J= 

$ 41 
---000213 21 -CONTINUE ----------- --

THICKNESS, TYPE, DENS, _ RAD. _LE_NGT'!.._1_'1)~!_ __ 1:/IIC~EU _ T_! IM'!__!!!._ _ _Er_. 1~J!1_, ____ _ 

000216 NO.RE~~ 7~o~UPCONS1DEREO ' 
--~0~0~0~2~2~3------~7~F~O~R~MA.TI131 

gg~~~~ -~ ::~·~:;;: ~ .l .$- s - srm~~;A~6~ 9------~------- -------------------------------
000227 DO 31 KUP=1,NUP 

---000231 -- PRINT 464 . - -----------------------------

000234 404 FORMATI*1 *I 
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----------C-·MOM. ,(MEV I, -SCA TT. PROJECTION PLANE IINCHES I · 
~00234 READ 4, PIN,PLN1 
oao24-4---~A"ri2F"fo.5T ... 

000244 PLN1=PLN1*2.54 
000246 PMU=PIN 
000247 THQ=O. t!ooT4T _____ zYf)r-;,-o-;--
ooo25o ZTOTR=O. -ooo2 51 ______ ------sxP:ro-;,o--·-----------
ooo251 SXMQ=O.O 
000252 TMQ=O.O 
000252 TMQ1=0.0 

-000253 ____ STREQ;O,O STRG 0.0 
000254 FOKE=O. 
0002 55------ilc!Tof"TREG= 1, NO BL ---·----

c CALC. STEP SIZE 

000277 ZSTP!=THKIIREGI/NSTP 

~~~~gj------~~fA~~i!~~~~u=T~T~~~P~I~:T~P~I~---------~--------------~---------
000305 AMC2=ZIITPI*IZIITPI+11/AAIITPI 11 rAulln.-te' Vtn rN "'•""· SCATT· 

(fii031r---------AMCl-;0:39MSQRl'l AMCil ------lr-----c:;n-nn;"A ,., 
000316 DO 110 ISTP=1,NSTP 
000321 ZPROJ-PLN1-ZTDT ZSTP1*0.5 

C M.S. RANGE EFFECT USE LAST STEPS SCATT •. ANGLE 
ooo32_4 ___ ---zsTP"=zsrnnr::o. 5 •tMQ1J 

~g~~~}- ~~;~==~i~}~~ti~~·5*_~T~M~Q~1~1~----------------------------------
000333 OMl=OPIPMU,JTP,WSTPI 
000337 FOKE=FOKE+OIFE 
000340 S TREQ=S-TREQ+OKE2 . 
000342 ---Ti'TOMl.{;E.PMUI GOTO 114 
000345 PMEAN=PMU-OHl*0.-5 

-000346 -----oMZ=OPCPMEAN, I TP, WS fp I 
'000351 IFIOH2.GE.PMUI GOTO 114 

000354 PNEW=PMU-DHZ 

, .... CAl.t 0£ •AI«'AfV- ,.,, 1111t ltu'!#i£ 
.. p.•. ,M"" Oll'lt'~'IIIC. 

--------------·~~=--l~A*~~~---------------~ 

II- rtJruy- ,.,, 

-~~~~~~ ~~~~:~~~~}~~~=**2+WQI~----------------------------------------

~~~~:! ~~~:~:~~~~~;~~;.;~;.;;...;~;;~~;~*'"Z,.+"W"'Q'J----------------------------------------
000373 BEAT=PMEAN/EMEAN 
000374 ZTOT=ZTOT+ZSTPl 

~~~-----{}g~=~~{~~{~~~PI7T9UT*"P-MlJ-.---------,------------------v--~:--:---::-----

-~~~~~~---- ~~~~;~~~:~~!~~~!!o.3333•~~Q~RTT~~~~wn..,~nn~~£r.~~ .. on~-fl---"-:-::---~-u-:-:-:17-~-~-s--
s /PHU , 

-----------------'-----------

• 
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000455 ----XMQ-;:sTG*SIG*fPROJ*ZPROJ 

~~~:~~ i~~~=~~~~:~~~*.E"'H"'E"'A"'N"'*"'*-..2'/~PM"E"A"'N"'*"'*"'4;--------------------------
000463 THQ=THQ+THQ1 
000465 XPJQ=THQ1*ZPROJ**2 

" 000466 SXPJQ=SXPJQ+XPJQ 
-ooo4~--IT1TdNiTNUE _______ _ 

000470 PHU=PNEW 
--ooo47C _____ IF-IPNEW.LT~30;)GOTOfTz ____ _ 

000474 110 CONTINUE 

000506 101 CONTINUE 
000511 GOTO 113 
000511 114 CONTINUE 
000511 PRINT 701 
ooo5iT ___ To1-f'6RlfHT* ____ out--:.. T---·-i>ce:ro•r·----------------------
ooo515 112 CONTINUE 

C ROUNDOFF CORRECTION MUONS N.B. 
o00517 Z~_[_NR_=<!.-.Q!'!,4_*_1_~U/15.1**3'-55*1 1.!..q_!fl!TPI/6,_Q_!_**O. 33331_,_.Unrr_,.,•z-oN-o. ,.-.-.,r---

--ooo532 ZFIN=ZFINR/RHOIITPI ~" • 
000533 ·zroT=ZTOT+ZF IN . .. . ~.L.ti'_UJI6ti--=---VA<tl----
000535 ZTOTR=ZTOTR+ZFINR 
000537 PMU=O.O Fo4 111/D/tS tMt 
000540 113 CONTINUE --

·o0054_2 ________ S_TRP=SQRfTPlN**Z+\iQT•STRE/PIN-----------J· Sru•~trA/6-
. 00054,0 · STRE=SQRTCSTREQI ~ 

ggg;;~ ~:li6-1:{-~~~:-~EM- s ORBOx-lTOTR-STREM F -----
ggg;~~ ~:~~~;:~~~;~~~TtPIN**2 +WQ~I~/~P~I~N~---------~7"--------;--------

- g~~H~-----~~~~;.g~~~~-~~~X_/_D_P_B_~-----------~-J4!·-t=-D-If;F6(6-IIC-

gg~~; __ ~~~g~~;~~;~~~~~toPsox -------------H-
ooo577 PIREM=PIN $ STREM=ZTOTR, _____________ _ 

C PRINT INITIAL STATUS -
000602 PRINT 401 

ooo6o~r--·,.-oT FORMAt177!* ____ 1Nn'TALCONDil'Tolils_•_l ___________________________ _ 

ggg~~~ 402 ~~~~~Ti~2 iN~~~AL MOM *F~1~0'.~4~1.-------~---------------------
C PRINT FINAL STATUS 

000613 SXPJ-SQRTISXPJQI 
000615 TH=SQRTITHQI -ooo6f''f'--------·-,rM=-sQ-RTTrf.rQJ_. _____ .. _____ -·-- -----~·- ------·-------------~------------.. --· -------

ooo621 SXM=SQRTISXMQI 
000624 PRINT--SOC ___ _ 
000627 501 FORMAT!* FINAL CONDITIONS*I 
000627 PRINT 505,1STP 
D00635 505 FORMAT(* NO. STEPS IN FINAL REGION *161 

ooo63__,----·-r1'ffNr-soz-;p'Mu;-zr-or-;J il E G----------
ooo647 502 FORMAT!• FINAL MOM *F10.3 * CMS. TRAVELLED *F10.3* REGION *1~1 ooo647 _______ P'RTNT'-so4;-zrorR' ___ _ 
000655 504 FORMATI*GMS TRAVELLED *Fl2.51 

·ooo65 5---------p Ri NT --s-o-:i-;-rf!;sX'P:i~'PC'N'i ______________ _ 

000667. 503 FORMAT!* SCATT. TH *F10.5* _OX _*F10.5* ~P~L~AN~E_Z~=~~·~F~l~0~•~4~1~------------7"----------
00066 7 PRINT 506, TM, SXM . 
000677 506 FORMAT!* GAUSSIAN AP.PROX TO MOLIERE * 2E12.4 
000677 PRINT 507,STRE,STRP,STRG 
000711 507 FORMAT!* 1 ST OEV STRAGGLE T, P, RG *3El2.41 

ooo7Ti------p·fi!N'f-5os;F'Rci';F'RCG 

ggg~~~ 508 :~~~~T~~OO~=~~~:D!~~~:g~~N P,RG *2F10.~4~~~--------
000733 2000 FORMAT!* MU+- DIFFS. KE. P, RGE *3E12.41 
000733 PRINT 2001,FPGN,FRGN 
000743 2001 FORMAT(* MU+- FRACT.DIFFS P, RGE * 2E12.41 
000743 31 CONTINUE·------------

__ tJ_Q_074L __ _.llQI' _____________________ -------------------------------cc-~-
ooo750 END 

t 
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--------~fiON DPI·P,ITP,WSTPl . . 
000005' CCMMON/REGN/RHOI 101, H1WI 10 l ,VI I 10 l ,VI QUO I ,CDLI10l ,AOLI10), EMDLilO 

$ ),XOilOl,X1110l,WKI10l,WLilOl,RLI10),ZI101,AAI101 
000005 INTEGER Z 
000005 COMMON IREG,ISTP,DIAG,PJN,JDG 

~0~0~0~0~0~5~---isC~,~~~~·~~~~N~W~E~L,WEL~~~·wQ,C~X~--------------------------~---------------------------
$,0!FE 

000005. COMMON/ SE QNC/THK I llO l , NSEQ I llOI 
000005 WMU=105.o6 
000006 E-SQRTIP**2+WQI 
000020 BET=P/E . . 

-oooo21 -----·-sifQ~seT'i<-cl'Ef·--·-------·------------------------.. -----

~~~~~~ ~~~~;::~[~~;~~=~Mi~~~~;~~i;~~7j.757fw~1·~~~~~E~~~~:~,~.~1'.'o~E~1"2.---------------------------------------

000037 
000045 
000053 
000056 
000062 

c K,L SHELL CORRECTIONS . 
ETK=1.88E4*8ETQ/IIZIITPl-0.3l**2 *11-BETQil 
E TL=1.88 E4*BETQ/ (I Zl IT Pl-4.15 I **2*11-BETQ l I 
CK=~KIJTPI/ETK+7.32/ETK**2 
CL=WLIITPI/ETL+1.5/ETL**2 . U=2* ccK+Ti.ITITfTPT _________________ _ 

C DENSITY EFFECT --AL,FE,CU,PB TREATED SEPARATELY 
000065 DEL=O.O 
0000ti7 XDL=ALOG1 0 I PI WI 
ooo672---·-TFTXol.tT .xoc ITPI l DEL~----·--·. 

000101 Sl~~~~~j~~j~~~fii~P~~~O~~;;~~~~~:~!~ll DEL=4.606*XDL-CDLI.~I2T~P~I _______ , ________ ~------

~~~~~gT~~~~~------~~~6>-~~~~0~~~~~G~T~·~X111TPll OEL=4.606!XDL-C~D~L~(~IT~P~l _________ _.~----~T<D=-~v~•~F~-~~s~,~,~,~~~·~p~~~~$~t~))f~~~F~P~~-r~c.. 

000132 C AL' ~~~~~~';'P:.'B,__cH,Eo.eR,E~·-------------- -----~>ll.,fN~rn.n~-rlfN-,-RfMD/IIf-·rlfi5-G#AD 

·****NP *********************** DP --------·------

000221 
000221 

IF ( p. LT. 4*WI OEL=0.0443*BETQ*YY••1.73 IXDtJ ooo223 
000234 
000241 
000253 

~~7~:~~~~~b!:ryb~~:~LNF+1.0ii3.80+0.000333*YY~*~Y~Y~J.----------------------~--------
IFIP.GE.4*W•ANO.P.LE.100*Wl OEL=DLNF+10.0**I0.043-0.730*IALDG10(YY 

$ l-11 0.188*1ALOG10(YYFTJ••2l· 
000305 12 CONTINUE ' 

000373 13 CONTINUE 

~~~~~g~~~i~~~---~:~~:~~~L~~~.;: g~~~o~~16*BETQ*YY**1.83 
000405 DLNF=ALOG(YY*YYl-6.17 
000412 ----';':IF (YY .GT .251 . iiEL=OLNF+9;-ail'/ I SQRT( YYI* I 1.42+0,0063*YYI 
000427 IF IVY .GE.6.3. AND. YY .LE .25 I DEL=OLNF+8.1/( YY**D• 5681 

000450 -- lcc4"C'OO"N"T"'I'ON"'U"'E _________ ~· 

000450 
000460 

000501 
000503 
000504 
000507 
000511 
000537 
000541 

000543 
000546 
000550 
000551 
000551 

C THIS IS DE/OX PER GM. 
OEOX-CX*IALOGIXP11-2*BETQ-DEL-UII8ETQ 
OKE2=1.022*CX*(1.-0.5*BETQI*WSTP/1(1.~BETQJ0(1.+ 

$ 1. BETQJI'II 
C DIAGNOSTIC CARD NB ********* 

c 

IFIOEDX.GE.OI GOTO 101 
DEOX=20. 

PRINT 100 
100 FORMAT!* NEGATIVE DE OX* I 

PRINT 102,P,8ET,HMAX,XP1,ETK,ETL,U,DEL,DEDX 
102 FORMAT13X,9F12.31 
101' CONTINUE 

OIFE=CX03.14159*2.*WSTP/BET/137.04 
DEDX=DEDX*WSTP . 
OP-DEDX/BET 
RETURN 
END 

,.. 
1. 022/1 WMU*SQRT( It-

$tTl/If- ll.ot>l F•AII~<If 
rT,. 4,.,, , .. ~ 

• 

t 
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• 1/P CONSTS. FOR MATERIALS 
----------r-- r~-7sooo--·---3~1Yo96-o -- s2 .-oo<><ro-·- -3.T3troo ---.-48 roo---z-.-rz<foo------.osooo- ---c~-;-,;;;---------

2.ooooo 2.00650 .1oooo 42.400oo 6 12.01100 
.. 1~--CONSTS:---~-FOR ___ MA_f ER I Al_S __ ----------------------~-------------------------------~-------'-·------- --------------------------------

2 11.20000 2.38374 811.00000 6.18000 .34500 2.66000. .40000 
--3-;ooooo 2 .12ooo---z:-ooo6o--6. s2ooo 82 201 .t9ooo 
1/P CONSTS. FOR MATERIALS 

·- ·-3---z~1oooo- ······ z~-9o16o 156~ ooooo 4-~T23<>cr·--~o57oo ·---j~-<Jocmo--·---·~as·odO-- -;.1.1/l:iiil/iit ___ _ 
3. 00000 2. 08000 1. 50000 _24. OO(?_(:JO __ ~_3 __ :2_~~~_l!!_O_q, -----··-- --------·--·----·--- ----·-·-·--------·--· ----·--·--· 17?- ·····coNsfs~---·FoR -MAl"ERiAT.-s-· .... 

4 7.84600 2.80280 290.00000 4.24000 .10140 
3·.00000 2.10000 1.85000 13.90000 26 5.5.84700 

3.41200 .01000 ·u .. ._~~. _____ _ 

1/P CONSTS. FOR MATERIALS 

2
• 0000 ;----T:-~~~~g- --3:~~Igg-· ·::·:!gggg-·---:·~yf~?-~;;;~~-429cro--·;r~-asooo---;n·ocro·-------;~~~-~;~~ri~--

IlP ________ ctiNS·r·s·~---- f"tfR ____ MATER"IArS-- ---·- -· --- -- ___ .. _ ------------·-· ---------------------.. -----------------------------------------------·---·----·-·-

--,..--,o=-;~6<-----:<1..:.•..;;2.;;-0-;-o~o~o--'3:;_•::..;2;:-;4<-;9:.;0<-;0<--76:.,;9,:• . .;;0~9.;;-0i<O-i<-0--7-3 •:..:2::;1;-;o<-'o'-io'-n->=:-'-·-'4-'-5..:.6..:.0.::..0 __ 2:::..:..· 7'-8::...o:.;o:c.:o'--_...:·-=1_;4..:::.0-=o..:.o __ ,/:-,·tNrt;-----
2.ooooo 2.oo650 .1oooo 40.3oooo. 6 12.10000 

1/P CONSTS. FOR MATERIALS 
- -- - -- --- · 1 · ---8~96-ooo- -z~7492o -3-zo~-ooooo--4~-i;zooo ---. 1o8oo-----3~3 96()()"--:-zoooo ____ -c;,--,-,~i:------·---- -

3.00000 2.10000 1.85000 12.00000 29 63.54000 

I/P CONSTS. FOR MATERIALS 
________ _Jl ____ ..!.()O l__f2_ _____ 3_._().92'?JL __ 9.!+:.!.0.Q()_Q_Q_ __ J,_9...!_?()_Q_QQ __ ...!.!_f_~Q_() __ _}_.fl00()_ __ !_.Jl_l_()_QO ___ h..t/t _____ _ 

4.00000 2.00700 ·.10000 36.50000 1 14.00000 
1/P CONSTS. FOR MATERIALS 

9 .00633 3.00000 131.70000 0. 0. 1.000001000.00000 /=~tnll t1. (A,ICOY.) 
so oo. oo oo o g_.____ __ ___ __q.__ _n • ?()9QQ __ !? ___ ~~-!.PQ.<:J.QQ. ______ ..:._________ _________ ____ _ _ __ _______ -·-----··------·--·---

T7~>--ciYN"s_t_s-;.-·· FOR MATERIALS 
_______ __!() _____ ~-~.1!~99 --~!.!4_~()()_"??_?_ •.. Lt.?.QQ () _ _ ... .! !.~_?_C>.Q!? ______ !_n!.Q.Q ____ ?...!.~-'!99()_ _ __ ... ?()<>..C>Q. ________ a ~.4.s .. ~----··-·-·----··-·-

3.ooooo 2.1oooo 1.85ooo 12.ooooo 29 63.54ooo 

'o 
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~J: ,AT6AIAlS IN III.P~R. 

:·----------TIIlttr.,ns-(c~¥r:-)·-;-rrte-(11fl"lnjCp-,.s--r/li-Til1iir-liiirr"Aihs. _______ ' 

-·------·-· j_~'(e_)_,_._(),.N.S ""J.1 _8~JlA.T.f.rMLI..IF.N~ 'rJ>I-,_U,.,H.EP-3:/fU lrt(£lf-·--··----· ; 

--------~~ ~Ns_~~~~-----------------------------------------1 

1 2.0574 5 1.0300 43.4000 2.0574 2.1191 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
----:z·---------Ts:ir4·aa··----·a·-------:c5oT3-36~~5ooo ___ T7:2974--z:-13aa· 

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK ______ 3 _____ 2nf~9ai'io-- ---9-=---.-=oo6Y--21:2 ooo 238.2774 3 •. 5376 
THK TYPE 6ENS R.L. TOT. THK 

4 .9525 6 1.2000 40. 3-QOO 239.2299 4.6806 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK ·-----5-·-·-----rs:z4oo ____ 8 ___ ·-: ociT3-36 .5ooo-m-. 4699 4.7002 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

-------6-- -- -----3:3-274 ---- _s _____ T:o3oo-----4~-4oooz57. 79 g-----s-:rif5 
THK TYPf DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

7 5.0800 8 .0013 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
-----·a·----------T:·:z·nm·-----T:---11. 2ooo 

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

36.5000 262.8773 8.1340 

6.5200 264~1473 22.3580 

---··---9-----------:z·•r:6-s4_5 _________ T ___ T:7soo ___ 42:4ooo-2-93~-so18 ____ 74:2534 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

10 2.5400 2 11.2000 6.5200 296.3418 102.7014 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

- ---Tr-·------ --· 6un·.z-----··--T--- -T;75 mr---42:46-ocf-359 :T56o----zTz: 626 :z-
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

····- ···T.z----- -----·s:·aaoc:r-······ -- a --· --:ooT3 ____ 36:so<rcr-··3_6_4~-z-36_o ___ zTz-:-632-if-
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

13 1.9583 5 1. 0300 43.4000 366.1943 214.6499 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK ----T4________ -- -- .z:-6632 -· _______ 4 _______ 7-:8460 ____ 13_:9 ooo36a: 8 5 75- 2 3 5 • 54 53 

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
- Ts·----··· - -- :63-~m-- ---a·------:-o6T3 

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
16 1.9583 5 1.0300 43.4000 371.4509 237.5632 

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
It·--·------··-·-·-z:-6onf··-·--···----4----------,~a4-6o----n-~-9ooo--Tt4-~os-ra----xs-t:97-oY 

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK . 
--l-a--=--------:y3s<:r-----a---;o~-36. 5ooo374.:-6868257. 9711 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

19 1.9583 5 1.0300 43.4000 376.6452 259.9882 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK. 

------------2-t> ·- .... ·-····-·-·--···-·-·-· 2-~--s-·46·3- ·-·-·-----..... _ 4·-·-·-.... -·-·-7··:-·a46·cr·---I~-~9·o·oo---.. 3·r-<r;rcrrs--···-zl9-~96t;9-~ 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

---zr·----------· ---:6-356_____ --a-----:-oof3 ___ 3 6. 5ooo 3 79. 8 2 65 2 79. 96 tT-
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

22 1.9583 5 1.0300 43.4000 381.7849 281.9848 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
---2·3···· ···· -·--· ----z-~s4a6· -- ·····4 ------=,-~ -a46o-·r3: 9ooo-·3a4. 3335-3owat4--

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
---24 ------------;;-t>:~~:rcf·---·-·-a------~oof3·--3-6:·scmo 384:-9685--"To-1.9822-

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
25 1.9583 5 1;.0300 43.4000 386.9268 303.9993 

THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 
-- 26_________ ---2~5466 _____ 4------,r;a46o· --IT.:-9ooo--3a9.473·4--323~9aoo 
THK TYPE DENS R.L. TOT. THK 

• 
.. 
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• 

END REGION 16 MOMENTUM 177.159 
END REGION 17 MOMENTUM 134.127 --·tND-ffE(;-fcfril · 18 -- MOMENTUM--------- f34~i25 ____________ _ 
END REGION 19 MOMENTUM 127.228 -ENtf··--ffE·G··roN ______ .. _2_0 ____ -----MOM-Ef·ffil"f-----··------·-3r-~o-~to------ ----------------------------------~---------------------------.. ------------------------
END REGION 21 MOMENTUM 31.029 ------------· 

INITIAL C1NDITIONS 
TriltTfAC.MiJM ____ 593~5oOo 
FINAL CONDITIONS 

NO. STEPS IN FINAL REGION 1 
FINAL MOM O. CMS. TRAVELLED 380.071 REGION 

------------···--·--·-- ------·----------- -·-------------------------------- --------------------------- --A·o•-r-- -H.-I~I'N----HI/I.To-.$c.4)':l;.--:----------

- ff. , fb:r~cr•' Sc.tl'T. D~-
ItT Z 

G-Ms ___ TRAVECCi:tY ----286~-21"936 _____________ ---------------- ----------- ------
SCA TT. TH .12124 OX 7. 86615 PLANE Z= 363.2200 ~~~. FRill tr.ur: I 

---GATKSTAN--Ai> PROY-T;iJ-MnTITifE--1; o 345E-o c--6~939rl:+-ocr------------~~--ileLtiiif,vi.r:-fiArr. -~--;--T>T-- ------
1 ST DEV STRAGGLE T, P, RG 1.2342E+Ol 1.2536E+Ol ~.062_7E+OO II- ST.t.H,IN~ "' l[.r.

1 
,tUJ!J:!!I[,_JA.JIH. __ 

FRACT. STRAGGLE P,RG .0211 .0288 
MU+- DIFFS. KE. p, RGE 1.0435E+OO 1.0599E+OO 6.8173E-Ol 

-MTJ+=-f:'ifRf~-iHFF s-·---p; --RG-E-----T~-7 859F63-----z-;4328E--=o3--------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure Captions 

Plan view of apparatus. F, Rare vertical scintillation counter 

hodoscopes, H is a six-counter array and T are fast timing 

counters. 

Elevation view of Cherenkov counter and range telescope. 

Experimental and predicted R.M.S. widths of momentum 

distributions for events stopping in the 14 useful range intervals. 

Fractional deviation of experimental from theoretical means 

of the 14 useful momentum distributions on right (top) and left. 

Muon momentum spectrum after background subtraction. 

Reconstructed kaon origin (at target) and mass from dipion 

data for positive (top) and negative magnet currents. 

The peaks of the distributions have about 5000 events per bin. 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE---------------------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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